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I began quilting in 2016 when I retired from my Administrative position at the 
University of Texas at Austin. I was searching for a new creative endeavor 
and happened on “modern” quilts when I was googling for a new bed 
covering. The works of Nancy Crow and Gwen Marsden caught my attention 
and I wanted to make what they were making. No one in my family quilted 
or did any kind of handwork so quilting was not something I was familiar 
with. I took a beginning piecework class at a local quilt store and was 
hooked. I love making “functional” art. I consider my quilts paintings, using 
fabric as my medium. Currently I am working in my studio, teaching Zoom 
workshops and presenting Zoom lectures/trunk shows, and traveling all over 
the world teaching in-person workshops. I’ve even a book on my signature 
style of improvisational quilting, Dancing With The Wall. 

My work has been exhibited throughout the United States and is included in 
private and museum collections. In 2019, I received the Emerging Artist 
Award at Quilt National, 2 nd place finishes at QuiltCon 2019 in the Improv 
category and in the 2-Color Challenge Category. I was awarded the first place 
award in the Improv category at QuiltCon 2020 and a third place at QuiltCon 
2023. In 2021, I was awarded a Juror’s Choice Award at the Quilts=Art=Quilts 
Exhibition at the Schweinfurth Arts Center and the “In The Abstract” award 
in Visions Museum’s Quilt Visions 2021. Most recently, I received “Best of 
Show” for the Q=A=Q Exhibition,  Schweinfurth Arts Center and the Japan 
Prize at Visions Museum’s Quilt Interpretations 2022. I have been a juror for 
Quilt National 2023 and also one of two jurors for Schweinfurth Art Center’s 
exhibition Q=A=Q 2023. 

*Our speaker is made possible with funds from the Statewide Community 
Regrants Program, a regrant program of the New York State Council on the 
Arts with the support of the Office of the Governor and the New York State 
Legislature and administered by ArtsWestchester 

Guest Speaker 

Irene Roderick - ireneroderick.com 

My quilting activities are a mixture of discovery and elation. 

I have been an artist for most of my life (my parents gave 

me a set of oil paints in 3 rd grade). I have painted and 

crafted for over 50 years, mostly in my home raising 4 sons 

and working in retail and administration. I returned to 

school at the age of 46, earning a BFA from the University of 

Texas at Austin and a Masters of Fine Arts degree from the 

California Institute of the Arts in 2001. 

 

https://www.ireneroderick.com/


  

Special Exhibits 

Challenge Quilts 

This year’s challenge theme – ‘Black and White’ – each a magical work of art! 

This year’s NSQG challenge is to design a modern 

black and white quilt and was inspired by the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art-Costume Institute 

exhibit, Karl Lagerfeld: A Line of Beauty, Gallery 

899.   Karl Lagerfeld once said, “Black and white 

always looks modern, whatever that word 

means.”   The exhibit of his designs is only a jumping 

off point.  You can, but don’t have to be, inspired by 

the fashion; consider the concept of different “lines”, surrealism, exploring cultures,  the concepts of 

elegance, what it means to be “modern”…. 

What does modern quilting mean to you?  Do you update a traditional 

pattern by reducing it to these two colors, do you improvise with a 

restricted palette, or is it an original design inspired by Lagerfeld and 

the Met’s special exhibition.  

Timna Tarr– timnatarr.com 

My work is about color and small compositions. Each block 

in a quilt is made as its own element, independent of the 

other blocks. After all of the blocks are constructed, my 

goal is to arrange the small compositions to play off each 

other and work together to create a larger whole. What 

keeps me engaged is watching how the project changes 

and transforms with the addition of each color and texture.  

The resulting quilts are contemporary works, set in this 

time and place, which reference the rich tradition of quilt 

making. 

Timna has a collection of quilts hanging at the show. 

Invitational Quilt Exhibit 

https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/a-line-of-beauty/selected-images
https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/a-line-of-beauty/selected-images
https://www.timnatarr.com/


  
It's About Time 

FiberArt NorthEast 

FiberArt NorthEast (FANE) is a group of artists working in fiber from 
CT, NY, and NJ, who enjoy pushing the boundaries of what can be 
accomplished with fiber and fiber-inspired techniques. For this 
year’s exhibit, It's About Time, we created triangular banners, each 
representing typical “waking hour” from 7 AM to 10 PM.  

Participating artists are: Nike Cutsumpas, Jane Davila, Tamar 
Drucker, Jane Eyes, Judy Gignesi, Raina Lynn, Ashley Mackey, Gloria 
Michaelis, Nancy Mirman, Claire Oehler, Barbara Sferra, Linda Stern, 
and Joyce Sullivan. For more information about FANE, please visit 
our website at fiberartnortheast.com  

Quilts For Sale by Comfort Quilters 

Available for sale this year is a special selection of quilts, created by 

Northern Star’s Comfort Quilts group. The proceeds help fund the 

guild’s charitable activities. 

Be sure to check it out! 

Comfort Quilts is an NSQG charitable project where members come 

together and create quilts for charities. Through various agencies, the 

Comfort Quilters provided over 500 quilts this past year to children, 

young adults, families, and individuals who have suffered illness, 

trauma, or other unfortunate circumstances who need comfort. We 

thank all those who donate supplies to our effort as well as the North 

Salem Volunteer Ambulance Corps for the generous use of their 

facility. 

Special Interest Groups 

Special Interest Groups, SIGs, are formed by members inter- 
ested in pursuing a unique method, topic, or design in their 
quilting. Typically, groups meet either before the regular 
guild meetings or at a mutually convenient time; many SIGs 
continue to meet virtually. 



  
Improv Special Interest Groups 

Improv 1 SIG 

The twelve members of the Improv 1 SIG meet virtually and in person to 
explore improv techniques and challenges and support each other’s journey 
into the art of improv quilting. Our exhibit features the results of  a David 
Hornung Color Study Workshop that focused on creating paper collages as a 
way to explore the interaction of color and design.  

Connected by Improv 

Recycled Denim Possibilities 

The Connected by Improv (formerly known as Improv 2) members have taken 

on the challenge to use recycled denim and other recycled fabric to explore 

possibilities for "second lives".  Using recycled denim has been a huge trend in 

fashion, quiltmaking and crafting and popular among organizations 

that promote sustainability.  Members made new objects such as table runners, 

wall hangings, bags, and gift wrap, as well as embellishing and repairing denim 

clothes to make them fashionable and wearable again.   

Don't throw away those old, worn jeans! We hope that we can encourage 

viewers to be creative and give this a try.  

Scrappy Special Interest Group 

Quilting By the Numbers! 

Each of the Scrappy SIG who participated, was assigned a randomly drawn 
number to use as an inspiration for their project.  Aside from a maximum size 
of 22” per side, and the required use of scraps, members were left to use their 
imaginations to interpret their number in any way they desired.  The results run 
the gamut of quilting styles and techniques, and showcase each member’s 
unique spirit! 

Inspired by Art Special Interest Group 

Repetition 

The Inspired by Art Special Interest Group studies art of all genres. We discussed 

different styles and ways to work with fabrics: fabric collage, 3-d, embroidery 

etc . We had our own members teach and share different techniques, and we 

explored the idea of Repetition in nature and architecture, in Design and Art. 



  
Connecting Threads Interest Group 

Connected By Thread, Special Exhibit – 2024 

“Roses In Our Garden” 

We are a group of fiber artist friends who meet 

weekly to share lunch and exchange ideas. We like 

to challenge ourselves. Several times we have 

enjoyed success with our slice quilts. This year we 

added a new twist by slicing up a square piece.  

Gloria Michaelis’s photo of roses was chosen, cropped,  blown up by 

Staples, then cut into ten pieces. Each member got a section, and a color 

photo with the stipulation that flowers and stems at edges had to meet its 

neighbor. Otherwise, any construction methods, and fabrics within the 

general color scheme, were acceptable. Backing and quilting each section 

was the choice of the maker. We love the outcome!  

Members are: Judy Gignesi, Claire Hibbard, Noreen Lippolis, Gloria 

Michaelis, Nancy Mirman, Claire Oehler, Lynn Schwager, Barbara Sferra, 

Linda Stern, Joyce Sullivan 



  



  The Exhibition 

* Indicates quiltmaker is a member of NSQG. NJ indicates quilt was not 
judged. 

Traditional Small Machine Quilted by Maker 

Traditional Large Machine Quilted by Maker 



  
Traditional Machine Quilted by Other -Large 

Traditional Machine Quilted by Other –Small 



  

Art Pictorial Naturescapes 

Art Quilt People, Portraits, Animals or other figures 



  

Art Quilts Small 

Art Abstract 

Special Techniques 



  Contemporary - Large 

Contemporary - Small 



  

Group Quilts 

Young Quilters 

In loving memory of Lisa Mason 
Lisa Mason was a member of NSQG (as well as several others guilds).  Her 

understanding and use of color made her work shine…almost as brightly as 

her smile.  Her untimely death robbed us of a truly creative quilter as well as 

a good friend.  She will be missed. 

In Loving Memory 

Reuse, Repurpose, Recycle 

A sustainable quilt is defined as a quilt which has been made with 

minimal negative impact on the environment. At least 75% of the fabric 

used within the piece must be re-purposed from materials including 

functional textiles (e.g. curtains, clothing or bedding) and discarded 

items (e.g. packaging). The remaining 25% would ideally be organic 

fabrics and/or taken from your stash rather than bought new. The 

maker should use biodegradable or recycled materials wherever 

possible.  



  
Quilt Show Committee 



  

Saturday, May 4, 2023 

10:00 am to 5:00 pm 

11:00 am Lecture: Irene Roderick 

COLOR is FUN not SCARY which is a deep dive into how 

color works - includes value and intensity 

1:00 pm Demo: Pins & Needles, Lisa Alfonzetti  

Mix and Match Quilting: walking foot, free motion and 

computerized quilting with an Embroidery Module 

2:00 pm Lecture: Irene Roderick  

Dancing with the Wall: Irene's Improv 

Journey which is all about Irene’s quilt practice 

and history 

3:00 pm Demo: Meg Moar, Solar Dyeing: Coaxing Color from 
Plants 

Sunday, May 5, 2023 

10:00 am to 4:00 pm 

11:00 am Lecture: Irene Roderick   

Dancing Design which is a casual talk about 
principles and elements of design and what they 
are 

2:00 pm Demo: Brent McGee, From Quilt to Garment: 
Translating Quilt Designs into Wearable Art 

2:00 pm Take a Chance Raffie Drawing!  

Baskets and Bernina Sewing Machine 

Schedule of Events 



 

 
Charity Quilt Raffie:     

Parfait 

Hand Made Quilt 

This year’s bed sized quilt,  Parfait, was 

designed and coordinated by Carol Auer and 
Karen Carlson. The quilt was pieced using hand-
dyed Cherrywood cotton fabrics and hand-quilted 
by Guild members. 

See all the show information on the guild website! 

Just scan the below QR code with your smartphone. 

Take A Chance 

Raffie: 

Pins and Needles, Mount Kisco, N.Y.  

is donating a BERNINA 475 Sewing Machine for 

the raffle! 

The Bernina 475 is a very popular model.  It features 

the wonderful Bernina Jumbo Bobbin which holds 

70% more thread, an easy to use color touchscreen, a 

DC motor that provides powerful stitch penetration 

through varying thicknesses, and Bernina’s intuitive 

auto tensioning.  It also comes with Bernina’s Free 

Hand Sewing System, a ¼” foot for perfect quilting 

seams, and it has a built-in auto cutter.  The winner of 

the raffle prize can contact Pins and Needles for their 

FREE Guide Lesson after the show! 


